Evergreen Dog Park Concept

What do you like about this site?

- Close to home.
- Location most central of 3.
- Love it. Close enough to walk to.
- I think the street parking contributes to the positive outcome that people will not be tempted to let dogs out of cars off-leash.

What concerns do you have?

- No parking?
- Tiny area. Small dogs only? How recover from use?
- Very small – easy to max out use. No parking.
- Size. No small dog area.
- Too close to 100 condos and apartments, noise problems.
- Mixing large and small dogs does not work.
- Lots of residential neighbors.
- Very small.
- Where will people park?
- Where do I park?
- A small dog area would be nice.
- Wood chips
- Very fast traffic (although 25 mph posted). Hard to get out of car with dog.
- Church and state building parking lots, but both will complain (they already do).
McLane Dog Park Concept

What do you like about this site?

- Close to home
- Big. 2 sizes of dog. No neighbors. EZ access. Existing site degraded.
- Not close to residential areas!
- Good size. Some of this area is degraded and used for dumping refuse. Good access. Varied terrain.
- Bigger, though not really large for this purpose. Not close to residential areas.
- I love the location with an absolutely lovely walking trail already in existence. It’s also close to my home.
- Excellent location. Separated by dog size. Good lot size.
- Love it! Can it be 2 acres bigger?
- Nice size and trees!

What concerns do you have?

- Difficult exit for westbound traffic. Not a big concern since traffic is not usually that heavy.
- Difficult access for westbound traffic.
- Small parking lot.
- Provisions for restoration and work area? Multiple gates?
- Nice, large parking available.
- I enjoy the variety of terrain, but concerned of some of the wetlands.
- Difficult to turn from Mud Bay. Aren’t there nice oak trees here?
- Where will people park?
- Is water available?
- I feel the parking is not adequate. For such a large park, I feel more spots may be necessary.
- Are trees going to be cut?
- Second exit to trail at rear?
- I would enjoy additional entrance areas to the large dog side via the Ralph Munro Trail.
- Parking off Delphi. Keep scotch broom. Wet area NE corner. Difficult to enter and exit during busy times.
Ward Lake Dog Park Concept

What do you like about this site?

- Close to my house.
- Big and small dogs. EZ access. Adequate space. Adequate parking.
- Separated by size.
- Love it!
- Love it. Close enough to walk to!
- Plant trees. Add “features.” Protect with fences. Nice!
- Looks like nice agricultural soil. Are we losing a farm?

What concerns do you have?

- Not much shade.
- Available water? Parking?
- Reduce E buffer ~50 ft.
- Very small. How will park recover from use?
- Astro turf? Grass? Bark?
- Ward Lake pollution!
- Limited parking lot size.
- Too far away.
- Algae blooms release macrocystis.
- Protect erosion and Ward Lake. Add wood chips, ironoxide, lime to bind nutrients.
General Comments

• With so many small yards in developments, it would be so nice to let dogs run free.
• Replace corners near entrances with swoopy curves (dogs trap fearful dogs in corners).
• Can you partner with Capital Mall on their planned dog park?
• Water for dogs and restrooms or port-a-pottys for people are essential.
• Maintenance, maintenance maintenance! Feasibility? Cost.
• These will be great additional, but most (2 out of 3) require nearly all users to get in their cars and drive to the site – something many of us are trying to avoid. As we build a true dog park system, I hope you will consider parks that are in neighborhoods.
• Thank you for minimizing costs of construction and maintenance.
• Are frontage improvements required?
• Olympia rainfall in summer is nearly non-existent 3-4 months. The lack of sprinklers may assure failure. Wood chips better than grass?
• Thank you for your efforts to make this happen!
• Yay! Please hurry!
• I am excited to have a closer place for my dog. Thank you!
• Please consider multiple gates to facility recovery.
• We need dog parks in neighborhoods so people can walk to.
• Add a location key on your maps. More points of entry. Water isn’t required or worth the cost.
• More than 1 double entry gate per fenced area (prevent congestion and provide additional exit in case of emergency). Paths that encourage engagement with your dog rather than letting them completely loose – which can feed into behavioral problems and scuffles.